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Germany and nuclear energy: 

towards a necessary readjustment? 

 
 

The war in Ukraine is shaking Europe in many ways. Germany, like its eastern neighbors, is 
experiencing the direct consequences of this conflict both in its industry and in the supply of 
gas, which is essential to it. As a country with relatively few energy resources on its soil – 
with the exception of coal – but with significant needs, especially for its industry (automo-
tive, mechanical, electronic, chemical, etc.), Germany is very dependent on energy imports. 
The primary production of gross energy on its territory is composed of coal (about 28 %), 
nuclear power (12 %) and now renewable energies (40 %), particularly via wind power1. 
Most of this domestic production is used to generate electricity, thus covering just over half 
of its final consumption. For the rest, energy is imported from various parts of the world 
(based on 2021: from France for electricity and from Russia for natural gas, coal and oil). In 
2022, due to the geopolitical circumstances in Ukraine, the German government is confront-
ed with the urgent need to reduce or even replace the country’s heavy dependence on Rus-
sian gas to meet the energy needs of households and industry. At the same time, Germany is 
faced with the deadline for phasing out nuclear power by the end of this year2. This decision 
to phase out nuclear power has been accompanied by an anti-nuclear policy on the interna-
tional stage, particularly in Europe, as evidenced by attempts to veto all European projects 
that include nuclear power. The tense debate on the inclusion of nuclear energy in the Euro-
pean taxonomy as a “green” energy source is another significant example3. While the Euro-
pean Commission and the International Energy Agency (IEA)4 call for maximum diversifica-
tion of energy sources in order to address the dependence problem, Germany is facing an 
ideological paradox on the role of nuclear power in managing the current energy security 
crisis. 
 

                                            
1
 German Federal Statistical Agency (Destatis), based on 2021. 

2
 Decision passed by the Federal Parliament with a large majority on 30 June 2011, following the Fukushima 

Daīchi catastrophe. 
3
 François-Marie Bréon, “Science et politique autour de la taxonomie verte de l'Union européenne”, La Tribune, 7 

July 2022.  
4
 See “A 10-Point Plan to Reduce the European Union’s Reliance on Russian Natural Gas”, IEA, 3 March 2022.  

https://www.destatis.de/DE/Themen/Branchen-Unternehmen/Energie/Erzeugung/Tabellen/bruttostromerzeugung.html;jsessionid=8B235797A450588D1899AF377C1BF457.live741
https://www.latribune.fr/opinions/tribunes/science-et-politique-autour-de-la-taxonomie-verte-de-l-union-europeenne-924939.html
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/1af70a5f-9059-47b4-a2dd-1b479918f3cb/A10-PointPlantoReducetheEuropeanUnionsRelianceonRussianNaturalGas.pdf
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1. Nuclear power in Germany: between interest and historical re-
jection 

The relation to nuclear energy has long been controversial in Germany, with both a certain 
scientific-political interest for the atom and a limited social acceptance of it, including for 
military purposes. In fact, Germany, before the Second World War, was one of the countries 
most involved in nuclear energy research. This scientific interest was revived with the signing 
in 1955 by Chancellor Konrad Adenauer of the Treaty of Paris, which directed research and 
development into civil nuclear power, followed by the signing of the European Cooperation 
Treaty Euratom in 1957. Considered at the time as a clean and inexhaustible method of   
energy production5, nuclear energy was to reduce dependence on oil. The connection of the 
first nuclear power plant in Großwelzheim to the national grid in 1961 paved the way for the 
project, accelerated by the 1973 oil crisis, to install 40 nuclear reactors in the country by 
1985.  
 
However, this period of interest was accompanied by a growing societal rejection of the  
atom. The first safety concerns arose in the early 1970s together with the private project to 
build two 600 MW reactors for the energy use of the chemical company BASF in Ludwigsha-
fen. The politically supported project gave rise to an initial wave of fear among the local 
population, which was confirmed by the assessment of risks related to a potential accident 
on the industrial site6.  
 
Shortly afterwards, in 1975, the planned construction of the Wyhl power plant (1,300 MW) 
on the border with France gave rise to strong protests, leading to the formation of increas-
ingly powerful anti-nuclear movements in the country7. Several reasons were advocated by 
these movements to stop the construction of this power plant – skepticism about the 
soundness of using nuclear power while coal was available and cheap and, but above all 
fears linked to the release of water vapor which, according to some local residents, could 
reduce the amount of sunlight and thus harm the yields of their vines, and finally, for the 
longer term, the management of radioactive waste. An attempt to move the project ten  
kilometers further away was unsuccessful, with the inhabitants of the new site protesting on 
the same grounds. 
 
The clashes between anti-nuclear opponents and the police marked the beginning of a 
strong media focus on this issue, leading to public solidarity with the demonstrators. This 
event was the starting point of a societal anti-nuclear organization that continued the 

                                            
5
 Annette Beutler, “Kohle, Kehrwenden, Klimaschutz”, Das Parlament Nr.46,15 November 2021.  

6
 Some experts, starting with the German Technical Inspection Association (TÜV) for the Rhine region, consi-

dered the project to be “risky” in view of the direct consequences of a disaster linked to the reactors, the reper-
cussions of which could have caused the death of 100,000 inhabitants in the Ludwigshafen and Mannheim re-
gion, as well as the contamination of more than one million people. The project was eventually cancelled for eco-
nomic reasons, as the safety upgrades were deemed too restrictive and costly (see “Atomkraftwerk Ludwigshafen 
oder Der Reaktor, den es nie gab”, DIE RHEINPFALZ, 12 September 2017). 
7
 Joachim Wille, “Sie haben uns gewarnt”, Frankfurter Rundschau, 18 March 2011. 

https://www.das-parlament.de/2021/46/themenausgaben/868714-868714
https://www.rheinpfalz.de/lokal/ludwigshafen_artikel,-atomkraftwerk-ludwigshafen-oder-der-reaktor-den-es-nie-gab-_arid,977561.html
https://www.fr.de/wirtschaft/haben-gewarnt-11392044.html
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demonstrations in Wyhl and throughout Germany8 via anti-nuclear associations and net-
works.  
 
Until the early 2000s, the anti-nuclear movement was at the origin of numerous local citi-
zens’ initiatives and environmental associations. The attempt in 1977 by the Minister-
President of Lower Saxony to establish the municipality of Gorleben as the largest storage 
site for high-level radioactive waste in Europe resulted in a decade-long legal battle, making 
Gorleben a “stronghold” for anti-nuclear groups9. The project was finally abandoned by a 
decision of the Federal Ministry for the Environment and Nuclear Safety (BMU/BMUV) in 
September 202110. Thereafter, the protests became more systematic and shifted slightly 
from their original focus on the refusal to build new power plants to waste disposal and the 
call for Germany to leave the Euratom Treaty11. The formation of the association 
ausgestrahlt in 2008 is representative of a certain degree of national coordination of anti-
nuclear movements, with a more systematic lobbying strategy, following the example of 
other NGOs such as Greenpeace, BUND, or Naturfreunde. 
 
It is important to remember that this “fear of nuclear power”12 has its roots in a context of 
great insecurity, in the middle of the Cold War, in a country that was then divided between 
the Eastern and Western blocks and with a high population density (especially in Western 
Germany). The anti-nuclear demonstrations of the 1960s were mainly aimed at opposing the 
use of the nuclear bomb. Examples include the 1958 campaign against the planned 
nuclearization of the Bundeswehr, known as “Kampf dem Atomtod” (Fight against Nuclear 
Death), and the Easter marches (Ostermärsche), which drew up to 300,000 people in 1968 to 
protest against the proliferation of nuclear weapons and later also against NATO in the con-
text of the Euromissile crisis13. But the public soon made the connection between the effects 
of an atomic bomb and those of a civil nuclear accident. From this awareness arose the firm 
feeling that even with a “peaceful use” it was impossible to consider nuclear power as risk-
free for the German population14. The anti-nuclear and pacifist movements in Western Ger-
many embodied an anti-risk vision, with the fear of a nuclear attack or a civil accident, which 
in both cases would have had an impact on a large part of the population. This same fear 
was shared in the GDR, where uranium deposits in the Wismut reserve in Saxony were di-

                                            
8
 For example, in Brockdorf in 1976, a demonstration that was called the “Battle of Brokdorf” because of the sharp 

escalation that took place between the police and the approximately 30,000 demonstrators, and another one in 
Kalkar in 1977, with 40,000 people on the street.   
9
 A “republic” (Republik Freies Wendland) was even founded for a few months in 1980 by demonstrators in order 

to prevent the construction of the power plant before being dissolved by the police (“Gorleben und der Atommüll: 
Eine Chronik”, NDR, 17 September 2021). 
10

 The BMU believes that the choice of location was primarily a political decision and that the storage location is 
not suitable for geological reasons, while the Federal Society for the Final Disposal of Waste (BGE) announced in 
2020 that a large part of the national territory was suitable for the purpose of final disposal of nuclear waste ac-
cording to geological criteria (see “Nach Aus als Atommüll-Endlager: Gorleben wird still gelegt”, NDR, 17 Sep-
tember 2022; “Endgültiges Aus für Gorleben als Atommüllendlager”, dpa via Süddeutsche Zeitung, 17 September 
2021).  
11

 The latter point is made by, among others, the NGOs .ausgestrahlt, NaturFreunde and Greenpeace.  
12

 From the term “Nuklearangst” in Philipp Gassert, “Popularität der Apokalypse: Zur Nuklearangst seit 1945”, 
Ende des Atomzeitalters?, from the series Aus Politik und Zeitgeschichte, bpb, Bonn, 14 November 2011, pp. 48-
54. 
13

 Ute Finckh-Krämer, Friedensbewegung, pp. 123-132, in H. Gießmann, B. Rinke, Handbuch Frieden, Springer 
VS, Wiesbaden, 23 February 2019.   
14

 Philipp Gassert, “Popularität der Apokalypse: Zur Nuklearangst seit 1945”, op. cit. 

https://www.ndr.de/geschichte/schauplaetze/Gorleben-und-der-Atommuell-Eine-Chronik,gorlebenchronik2.html
https://www.ndr.de/nachrichten/niedersachsen/lueneburg_heide_unterelbe/Nach-Aus-als-Atommuell-Endlager-Gorleben-wird-stillgelegt,gorleben2168.html
https://www.sueddeutsche.de/politik/atom-gorleben-endgueltiges-aus-fuer-gorleben-als-atommuellendlager-dpa.urn-newsml-dpa-com-20090101-210917-99-253657
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rectly used for the Soviet Union’s nuclear bomb development programs15 ; the GDR was con-
sidered the fifth largest supplier of uranium in the world at the time16. The working condi-
tions without any protection or prevention against radiation, as well as the environmental 
consequences of this exploitation, left a deep mark on the inhabitants17. Finally, in this same 
context, the accident at the Chernobyl power plant in 1986 and its immediate consequences 
for the Germans had a profound effect on a population that was already distrustful of this 
technology and of the political speeches aimed at promoting it18. The absence of emergency 
plans and the lack of unity between the Länder in the management of the crisis largely con-
tributed to the rejection of nuclear power by the population19.  
 
From a political point of view, the anti-nuclear movements initially brought together people 
from all sides, even though the nuclear phase-out was essentially part of the program of the 
Greens and the Left. For example, the coalition of the Social Democratic Party (SPD) and the 
Green Party (Bündnis 90/die Grünen) from 1998 to 2005 resulted in the 2002 amendment to 
the German Atomic Energy Act20. In 2010, the date of the nuclear phase-out was revised by 
the Christian Democratic Union-Liberal Party (CDU-FDP) coalition that had come to power 
the previous year, providing for an extension of the operating life of the reactors from eight 
to fourteen years (based on the 32 originally planned). The Fukushima disaster the following 
year had immediate and radical political repercussions: the shutdown of the eight oldest 
reactors within three months, the complete overhaul of the remaining 17 plants, and a de-
finitive return to the original nuclear phase-out plan by the end of 2022. The approval of the 
nuclear phase-out was almost unanimous among the four major political parties and signals 
a unified German position towards nuclear energy21.  
 
Through the Euratom Treaty, Germany is committed to support research and development 
in civil nuclear energy, specifically fusion, fission and protection against radioactivity. Ger-
many is particularly involved in research projects on nuclear safety, radioactive waste man-
agement and fusion (via ITER and the Munich-based start-up Marvel Fusion22). Research in 
nuclear safety also represents an international challenge for Germany since the country 
wishes to use its knowledge to contribute to the safety of nuclear installations beyond its 
borders but whose geographical location is likely to have consequences for its national terri-
tory in the event of an accident. In fact, its involvement in nuclear safety research gives 

                                            
15

 Rainer Karlsch, Uran für Moskau: Die Wismut – Eine populäre Geschichte, Christoph Links Verlag, 2007; Eiichi 
Kido, “The Legacies of the Uranium Mining Company ‘Wismut’ in East Germany”, Asian Journal of Peace Buil-
ding, vol. 7, n° 1, 2019, pp. 55-72. 
16

 See the report of the cooperative project between Le Monde diplomatique, Nuclear Free Future Foundation, 
Rosa-Luxemburg-Stiftung and BUND, funded by the Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Develop-
ment (BMZ): ‘Uranatlas’, September 2019, pp. 30-31. 
17

 On the health consequences, historian Rainer Karsch explains that “of the 5,300 miners who died of lung can-
cer and the 15,000 who suffered from silicosis between 1946 and 1989, more than 90 % belonged to the first 
generation to start mining” (“Wismut: Uranabbau im Erzgebirge”, MDR, January 26, 2022; environmental site 
report Umweltbericht 2020, Wismut GmbH).  
18

 Moreover, it is interesting to notice that the population of the GDR became aware of the disaster through the 
West German media (see Sebastian Stude, “Tschernobyl und die Stasi”, Deutschland Archiv, bpb, 21 April 2016).  
19

 Irene Altenmüller, “Atom-Katastrophe in Tschernobyl: Wie reagierte Deutschland auf den GAU”, NDR, 2 March 
2022.  
20

 See “Der Einstieg zum Ausstieg aus der Atomenergie”, Bundestag Archive, April 2012.  
21

 512 parliamentarians voted in favour out of the 619 members of the Bundestag assembly, 30 June 2011. 
22

 See the company’s website: https://marvelfusion.com/ 

http://ipus.snu.ac.kr/eng/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2020/07/04_Eiichi-Kido_final.pdf
http://ipus.snu.ac.kr/eng/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2020/07/04_Eiichi-Kido_final.pdf
https://www.bund.net/fileadmin/user_upload_bund/publikationen/atomkraft/uranatlas_2019.pdf
https://www.mdr.de/geschichte/ddr/wirtschaft/wismut/uranbergbau-im-erzgebirge-beginn-und-ende-100.html
https://www.google.fr/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwiy6OKX-NL5AhXGiv0HHR4ED04QFnoECBMQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.wismut.de%2Fde%2Fdownload.php%3Fdownload%3DUWB2020-Buch_web.pdf&usg=AOvVaw0aYzCk4m2Juu06osMa_9uR
https://www.bpb.de/themen/deutschlandarchiv/225219/tschernobyl-und-die-stasi/#footnote-target-13
https://www.ndr.de/geschichte/chronologie/Atom-Katastrophe-in-Tschernobyl-Wie-Deutschland-reagiert-hat,tschernobyl230.html
https://www.bundestag.de/webarchiv/textarchiv/2012/38640342_kw16_kalender_atomaustieg-208324
https://marvelfusion.com/
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Germany the legitimacy to take part in international debates on these subjects, and even, if 
necessary, to offer its technical expertise to issue assessments within the framework of 
agreements – on safety standards, for example23. 

2. Nuclear power seen as a secondary energy source 

Beyond all the fears mentioned above, interest in civil nuclear power has remained limited 
also due to the significant production of coal and to the socio-political issues related to this 
fossil fuel. Thus, nuclear power seems to have been considered in Germany as only a se-
condary energy source24. In contrast, coal has been mined since 1870 and until the 1990s 
was the second most important source of energy (after oil), making a significant contribution 
to the country’s industrial development by providing sufficient heat and electricity at low 
cost for industry and households25. In sum, Germany’s energy mix was mainly based on fossil 
fuels, almost half of which were available within the country, with considerable socio-
economic importance at the regional level. The most important mining basin (about 50 % of 
the total) is in the Rhine region (North Rhine-Westphalia), a second one in the central-
eastern part of the country (Saxony-Anhalt, and northwestern Thuringia) and finally Lusatia 
in the eastern part of the country (southeastern Brandenburg and northern Saxony)26. Thus, 
the deployment of nuclear power was not considered necessary and too dangerous com-
pared to coal and its well-controlled extraction.  
 
Germany does not share France’s vision, which sees civil nuclear power as a means of retai-
ning a certain degree of energy sovereignty in the sense of an ability to control the entire 
energy chain (production, transformation, transport)27. In Germany, the principle of sove-
reignty consists in the freedom to form partnerships with supplier countries that export their 
energy products to its territory. In other words, sovereignty refers to freedom from external 
pressure (from another country or institution) on the choice of partner countries. Germany 
guarantees its own security of supply by virtue of its economic importance for the supplier 
country, whether through the importance of the revenues from energy exports that the lat-
ter receives or through its dependence on imports of – advanced – manufactured goods ex-
ported by Germany. In short, this means that sovereignty does not correspond to the degree 
of control over the energy chain, but to freedom in the choice of supplier countries with 
which the relationship is based on co-dependence – energy for Germany, economic for the 

                                            
23

 See the 2021-2025 grant program of the Federal Ministry of Economics (BMWi) for nuclear safety research 
“BMWi-Forschungsförderung zur nuklearen Sicherheit”, BMWi, January 2021. 
24

 Joachim Radkau, “Eine kurze Geschichte der deutschen Antiatomkraftbewegung”, Ende des Atomzeitalters?, 
from the series Aus Politik und Zeitgeschichte, bpb, Bonn, 14 November 2011, pp. 7-15. 
25

 See “Die deutsche Braunkohlenwirtschaft: Historische Entwicklungen, Ressourcen, Technik, wirtschaftliche 
Strukturen und Umweltauswirkungen”, a study published by Agora Energiewende and the European Climate 
Foundation, in partnership with Öko-Institut, May 2017.  
26

 North Rhine-Westphalia is the most populous Land and has the highest GDP compared to the other Länder, 
while these – Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt and Thuringia – have less economic weight and have been subject to major 
restructuring since reunification. The coal industry in particular became a major political issue in the face of high 
unemployment (15-20 %) until 2006 (see the report “Daten und Fakten zu Braun- und Steinkohlen”, 
Umweltbundesamt, December 2017). 
27

 Nicolas Mazzucchi, Annabelle Livet, “Quelles sont les conditions de la souveraineté énergétique ?”, in Michel 
Derdevet (ed.), Dans l'urgence climatique, penser la transition énergétique, Gallimard, Paris, March 2022. 

https://www.bmwk.de/Redaktion/DE/Publikationen/Energie/projektfoerderprogramm-nukleare-sicherheitsforschung.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=6
https://www.agora-energiewende.de/fileadmin/Projekte/2017/Deutsche_Braunkohlenwirtschaft/Agora_Die-deutsche-Braunkohlenwirtschaft_WEB.pdf
https://www.umweltbundesamt.de/sites/default/files/medien/1410/publikationen/171207_uba_hg_braunsteinkohle_bf.pdf
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supplier country28. In this view, the use of nuclear energy does not contribute to increasing 
Germany’s energy sovereignty, unlike it is the case in France or the United States.  
 
From an environmental perspective, in the original Energiewende concept introduced by the 
Öko-Institute.V. in 1980, the exit from oil and nuclear power was given top priority in favor 
of the use of renewable energies (RES) and domestic coal29. The energy transition according 
to the ecological model of the Öko-Institut underlines that the risk of radiation leakage (in 
extraction, production and waste) is incompatible with the search for “prosperity of the 
population and preservation of the environment”30. Today, some environmental and anti-
nuclear organizations such as Greenpeace are fully in line with the Energiewende, adding to 
the radiological risk the risk of dependence on uranium and civil nuclear technologies con-
sidered to be largely influenced by Russia31. Following this line of thought, policies to sup-
port renewable energies have developed, with a view to replacing nuclear power with wind, 
solar or biomass. Here again, Greenpeace illustrates this principle well with the creation in 
1999 of its cooperative electricity supplier company which owns and invests in renewable 
energies while totally excluding coal and nuclear power32. 
 
Germany’s national and international policy follows this prioritization of energy sources. It is 
also important to consider the economic aspects induced by this energy strategy based on 
the coal-gas-RES trio. In a context of strong development of renewable energies in the 
2000s33, Germany is faced with the paradox of energy security versus the fight against cli-
mate change. The use of national coal combined with gas at controlled cost from Russia had 
allowed to establish a certain competitiveness at the economic level, but the development 
of renewable energies, Germany being almost a pioneer in Europe (considering their level of 
deployment), turned out to be much more expensive34. The choice was therefore made in 
the 2000s to place the economic burden of the energy transition on households, resulting in 
electricity prices that are among the most expensive in Europe. In the 2010s, Germany had 
the second most expensive residential electricity in the European Union (EU), at around 0.3 
EUR/KWh, compared to an average of 0.15 for France. For industrial customers, on the other 
hand, the price of electricity in Germany is below the European average (approx. 0.08 
EUR/KWh compared with an EU average of approx. 0.1 EUR/MWh)35. The objective is to 
compensate for the price increases induced by this chosen electricity mix through shifting a 
higher economic pressure on households in order not to burden the competitiveness of the 
most electricity-intensive German companies, in particular in industry. 
 

                                            
28

 Kirsten Westphal, “Strategic Sovereignty in Energy Affairs”, SWP Comment, n° 8, January 2021.  
29

 See Energiewende: Wachstum, Wohlstand ohne Erdöl und Uran, report by the Öko-Institut, Freiburg, 1980. 
30

 It should be noted, however, that global warming is not addressed in this report.  
31

 Michael Weiland, “EU-Taxonomie nach russischem Wunsch”, Greenpeace, 17 May 2022.  
32

 See the company’s website: https://green-planet-energy.de/ 
33

 Driven in particular by the investment of German companies in wind power. 
34

 The analyses of the full costs (LCOE) of electricity production proposed by the US Energy Information Admi-
nistration (EIA) in the mid-2010s recall the large gap that existed in the years 2000/2010 between coal (around 
100 USD/MWh), onshore wind (around 150 USD/MWh) or solar photovoltaic (around 400 USD/MWh). See An-
nual Energy Outlook 2010, EIA.  
35

 Eurostat, 22 June 2022.  

https://www.swp-berlin.org/publications/products/comments/2021C07_SovereigntyEnergyAffairs.pdf
https://www.greenpeace.de/klimaschutz/energiewende/atomausstieg/eu-taxonomie-russischem-wunsch
https://green-planet-energy.de/
https://www.eia.gov/outlooks/archive/aeo10/pdf/0383(2010).pdf
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Following this line, Germany has wanted to embody an alternative energy model based ex-
clusively on renewable energies and imports of natural gas and, in the long run, green hy-
drogen, while displaying the ambition to denuclearize Europe. The BMU, supporting this po-
sition, presented in March 2021 its “12 points to achieve a complete exit from atomic ener-
gy”36 . In parallel with the closure of the last operating plants and the development of re-
newable energy sources on its territory, Germany is “seeking the solidarity of nuclear-sceptic 
countries”37 in order to encourage a nuclear phase-out in Europe, and is opposed to Euro-
pean public funds being spent on nuclear power plants in the EU. 

3. Germany in an energy security crisis  

The war in Ukraine and the support of Western countries have led to the implementation of 
a series of sanctions against Russia, as well as the development of the REPower EU plan, the 
objective of which is to “gradually move away from Europe’s dependence on Russian energy 
imports as soon as possible”38. On both tracks, the energy sector is strongly affected through 
embargoes on coal and oil imports39. So far, a total gas embargo seems too risky for EU 
countries to implement. However, with Gazprom’s announcement of a drastic reduction in 
gas deliveries to Europe to 20 % of the capacity level of the Nord Stream pipeline (i.e. now 
33 million m³ per day), EU member states have agreed on a 15 % reduction in their gas con-
sumption and on principles of solidarity with the most affected countries such as Germany40. 
In this context, Germany is finding itself in a particularly complex situation, due to the im-
portance of its economic links with Russia, which even led to a temporary “nationalization” 
of Gazprom’s assets in Germany, the Russian state-owned company being the largest holder 
of gas storage capacity on German soil. 
 
In this energy emergency context, Germany is faced with a complex energy equation, with a 
need:  
 

 to move away from dependence on Russian gas, with supplies from Russia accoun-
ting for 55 % of Germany’s gas imports until 2020 – gas being its second most im-
portant energy source after oil. In Germany, gas is essential for heating buildings, 
process heat in industry and electricity generation41; 

                                            
36

 “12 Punkte für die Vollendung des Atomausstiegs”, BMUV, 11 March 2021. 
37

 Ibid., p. 4, point B. 
38

 See “Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the European Council, the Council, the 
European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions – REPowerEU Plan” (COM (2022) 
230 final), European Commission, Brussels, 18 May 2022. 
39

 See “EU Sanctions Against Russia Related to the Situation in Ukraine (since 2014)”, Council of the European 
Union, 16 August 2022.  
40

 “War in Ukraine: the drop in Russian gas deliveries, a ‘new proof’ that the EU must free itself from Moscow?”, 
Belga via RTBF, 26 July 2022.  
41

 See press release “Fakten zur Gasversorgung: Erdgas wichtigster Energieträger für Industrie und private 
Haushalte”, Nr. N 044, German Federal Statistics Agency (Destatis), 21 July 2022.  

https://www.bmuv.de/fileadmin/Daten_BMU/Download_PDF/Nukleare_Sicherheit/12_punkte_atomausstieg_bf.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/FR/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:52022DC0230&from=EN
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/fr/policies/sanctions/restrictive-measures-against-russia-over-ukraine/#:~:text=la%20fermeture%20des%20ports%20de,maritime%20et%20le%20secteur%20spatial
https://www.rtbf.be/article/guerre-en-ukraine-la-baisse-des-livraisons-de-gaz-russe-une-nouvelle-preuve-que-lue-doit-saffranchir-de-moscou-11037853
https://www.destatis.de/DE/Presse/Pressemitteilungen/2022/07/PD22_N044_43.html
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 to find alternative energy sources to meet a demand of 95 billion m³ of gas (com-
pared to 40 billion m³ in France)42; 
 

 finally, to find sufficient alternative energy sources in a short period of time (either 
by changing their origin or possibly by resorting to alternative energy sources). These 
changes in the energy system, even if they are a priori temporary, must be able to ex-
tend over time, since a return to the initial situation with Russia is not currently pos-
sible. As an example, the fact that the gas heating sector in Germany is difficult to 
transform (in the short term) makes it a priority compared to other gas consumption 
sectors, such as electricity production, which will be compensated by an increase in 
the production capacity of coal-fired power plants and the continued deployment of 
renewable energies43. It remains to be seen whether the residential gas heating sys-
tem, which is in the majority in Germany, should be converted to electricity and/or 
whether the now missing share of gas in the electricity generation mix should be re-
placed by other primary energies in line with climate commitments.  

 
To date, the German government, a left-green-liberal coalition, has officially recognized the 
great difficulty that this situation represents for the country. It is noticeable that the go-
vernment’s crisis reasoning on energy issues stems from the concept of Energiewende:  
 

 with a new target of increasing the share of renewable energy in electricity produc-
tion to 80 % by 2030 (from the current 41 %)44;  
 

  in order to gradually compensate for the 40 billion m³ of gas imported so far via 
Nord Stream 1 over a ten-year period, Germany is embarking on the accelerated con-
struction of an LNG terminal in Brunsbüttel with a capacity of 8 billion m³, followed 
by two LNG terminals in Wilhelmshaven (floating in 2023 and later stationary for hy-
drogen) as well as the gradual commissioning of four floating storage and regasifica-
tion units (FSRU)45; 
 

 the reopening of coal-fired power stations until 2024 within the framework of a law 
on the provision of alternative (energy) plants46; 
 

 and the gradual recognition of the role that the last three nuclear power plants can 
play in stabilising electricity supply in this crisis context.  

                                            
42

 Knowing that gas is mainly used for heating (residential and industrial), it is a network that is difficult to convert 
to an electric heating system, except at the cost of a complete renovation of the urban gas network. While hydro-
gen could appear as a compromise solution as gas substitute, it is only at the beginning of its deployment (tech-
nological and production capacity) and will also require constraining technical adjustments, for example to cope 
with a higher degree of corrosion. 
43

 Gas contributes 15 % of gross electricity production (AGEB via Zukunft Gas, 2 February 2022).   
44

 New target passed by the Federal Parliament on 7 July 2022 as part of the Osterpaket für Energiewende (see 
“Osterpaket für Energiewende vom Bundesrat bebilligt erneuerbarer Energien”, Bundesregierung, 8 July 2022).  
45

 See “FAQ-Liste LNG-Terminal in Deutschland”, BMWK, 6 March 2022; “Deutschland chartert vier 
schwimmende LNG-Import-Terminals”, Chemietechnik, 10 May 2022.  
46

 See the “Law on the Provision of Alternative Power Plants [in Crisis Situations]” 
(Ersatzkraftwerkebereithaltungsgesetz) proposed by the coalition on 8 June and entered into force on 12 July 
2022. 

https://gas.info/strom-aus-gas#:~:text=Bedeutung%20von%20Erdgas%20f%C3%BCr%20die,waren%20es%20sogar%2045%20Prozent.
https://www.bundesregierung.de/breg-de/themen/klimaschutz/novellierung-des-eeg-gesetzes-2023972
https://www.bmwk.de/Redaktion/DE/Downloads/F/faq-liste-lng-terminal-in-deutschland.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=8
https://www.chemietechnik.de/anlagenbau/deutschland-chartert-vier-schwimmende-lng-import-terminals-664.html
https://www.bundesregierung.de/breg-de/themen/klimaschutz/gasersatz-reserve-2048304
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This last possibility was considered in March but was rejected for political rather than tech-
nical reasons. The German government is now running a second stress test, commissioned 
by the BMWK, on the four transmission system operators (50Hertz, Amprion, Tennet and 
TransnetBW) with data adapted to the context of the conflict in Ukraine, the evolution of 
prices, and the need to redistribute electricity to neighboring countries, in particular France, 
due to the numerous maintenance stoppages of its nuclear power plants. The objective of 
this test is to simulate the electricity supply capacity for the coming months without impor-
ting Russian gas and without using nuclear power – at least to measure whether its contribu-
tion to the security of electricity supply would be significant or not. In short, the objective is 
to verify whether the temporary extension of the operation of the last three power plants 
(Isar, Emsland and Neckarwestheim) is absolutely necessary to meet the country’s energy 
needs47. 
 
While German Chancellor Olaf Scholz (SPD) decided to wait for the publication of the results 
of this second test before making a decision, Economy Minister Robert Habeck (Greens) has 
already announced that he is ruling out the use of nuclear power in order to save gas48. The 
results of this test, published on 5 September49, indicate that there is a risk of difficulties in 
the electricity network in the south of the country, which will require a fairly large recourse 
to redistribution power stations (“Redispatschkraftwerke”) in neighboring countries. The 
three nuclear power plants can make a contribution to electricity generation, but this is con-
sidered to be very limited. It is stated, for example, that in a “very critical” scenario, the pro-
duction of the three German nuclear power plants will be able to provide only “0.5 GW of 
capacity”, while 4.6 GW will still have to be transported from abroad.  
 
On the proposal of Minister Robert Habeck, the German government will build up a capacity 
reserve (grid, production and storage) for this winter by integrating the two nuclear power 
plants in the south of the country that are still in operation, Isar 2 and Neckarwestheim, with 
a possible extension until 2023. In this case, the latter would only be commissioned in an 
emergency, which would remain in line with the decision to phase out nuclear power by 
2023.  
 
On this issue, positions diverge within the coalition between the Liberal Party (FDP), which is 
in favour of extending the power plants until 2024, and the Green Party – the party of the 
Vice-Chancellor, who holds the post of Minister for the Economy and Climate –, which tradi-
tionally holds an anti-nuclear position. The SPD, German Chancellor’s party, remains divided 
on this issue50. Like the FDP, the CDU – currently the opposition party – is firmly opposed to 
this decision, even going so far as to describe it as “madness”51. This decision has also pro-

                                            
47

 “Regierung lässt Türspalt für längere Atomlaufzeiten offen”, dpa via Süddeutsche Zeitung, 18 July 2022.  
48

 “Habeck schließt längere Akw-Laufzeiten zum Gas sparen aus”, Handelsblatt, 21 August 2022. 
49

 See the press release summarizing the results: Veröffentlichung der Langfassung der Ergebnisse des zweiten 
Stresstests zum Stromsystem, BMWK, 14 September 2022; and the full results: Sonderanalysen Winter 
2022/2023 – Ergebnisse und Empfehlungen, 50Hertz, Amprion , TenneT, TransnetBW, 5 September 2022. 
50

 Katharina Hamberger, “Debatte über Akw-Laufzeiten: Erst Stresstest, dann Entscheidung”, Tagesschau, 26 
July 2022.  
51

 Translation of the speech by CDU party leader Frederich Merz during the general debate in the Federal Parlia-
ment (see Tagesschau, 7 September 2022).  

https://www.sueddeutsche.de/wirtschaft/atomkraft-regierung-laesst-tuerspalt-fuer-laengere-atomlaufzeiten-offen-dpa.urn-newsml-dpa-com-20090101-220718-99-66904
https://www.handelsblatt.com/politik/deutschland/energiepolitik-habeck-schliesst-laengere-akw-laufzeiten-zum-gas-sparen-aus/28615100.html
https://www.bmwk.de/Redaktion/DE/Artikel/Energie/stresstest-strom-2022-ergebnisse-langfassung.html
https://www.bmwk.de/Redaktion/DE/Downloads/S-T/20220905-sonderanalyse-winter.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=8
https://www.tagesschau.de/inland/atomkraft-debatte-101.html#:~:text=Das%20Wirtschaftsministerium%20hatte%20vor%20einer,unter%20versch%C3%A4rften%20Annahmen%20gew%C3%A4hrleistet%20seien.
https://www.tagesschau.de/inland/generaldebatte-bundestag-129.html
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voked a wave of criticism from some MEPs from Poland, the Czech Republic and the Nether-
lands about Germany’s crisis management and its attitude towards its partner countries52.  
 
Finally, on 17 October 2022, Chancellor Olaf Scholz informed the Ministers of the Environ-
ment (SPD), the Economy (Greens) and Finance (FDP) of his decision to extend the operation 
of the three power plants until 15 April 2023 at the latest, without buying new nuclear fuel, 
and mandated them to prepare a legislative proposal accordingly53. This decision mixes the 
demands of the different parties: to extend the service of the three power plants (FDP), not 
to buy new nuclear fuel (Greens); without however satisfying them completely: the Greens 
were in favor of the immediate shutdown of the third power plant Emsland while the FDP 
wanted to extend the operation of these power plants to 2024. The decision was welcomed 
by the Minister of Finance, but the Ministers of the Environment and of the Economy see it 
above all as a means of closing a debate within the coalition that seemed unable to produce 
a compromise. The decision must now be debated and voted on in the federal parliament in 
the next few weeks.  
 
This context also provides an opportunity to note that the power plants have no longer been 
subject to periodic safety inspections (PSÜ) since 2009, whereas the law on the atom stipu-
lates an inspection every ten years (with an exception for reactors that must be shut down 
within three years). This raises concerns about the potentially higher risk when the reactors 
are commissioned. In addition, current nuclear fuel reserves allow for 80 days of extended 
service at reduced performance. The supply of new fuel normally takes 18 to 24 months, 
which means it could not be used before autumn 2023 according to the Ministry of Envi-
ronment and Nuclear Safety. Uranium supply for Urenco’s Gronau enrichment facility has 
also been identified as potentially limited due to the sanctions against Russia54.  
 
In parallel to these national reflections on a possible extension of the use of civil nuclear 
power, the events around the Zaporizhia power plant against the background of Russia’s 
nuclear signaling55 have amplified the fears linked to the risks of nuclear power. This context 
echoes the one experienced by Germany during the Cold War.  

                                            
52

 Johannes C. Bockenheimer, Albert Link, “EU-Politiker entsetzt über Habecks Atom-‘Irrsinn’”, Bild, 7 September 
2022. 
53

 This decision is considered an “act of authority” (Machtwort) and is part of a political solution that is relatively 
little employed in Germany. The chancellor appeals to his competence to give the orientation to the cabinet of the 
executive (Richtlinienkompetenz, reference to Article 65 of the German fundamental Law – Grundgesetz). In 
short, the Chancellor can decide on an issue and take responsibility for it when a compromise between the differ-
rent ministries does not seem possible. The ministers concerned must then adapt their proposal to the legislative 
branch (federal parliament) accordingly before it is voted on (see Dr. Patrick Heinemann, “Was ist das ‘Basta’-
Machtwort des Kanzlers rechtlich wert?”, Legal Tribune Online, 18 October 2022).  
54

 See the report “Prüfung des Weiterbetriebs von Atomkraftwerken aufgrund des Ukraine-Kriegs”, in particular 
point 7, page 4, BMWK/BMUV, 7 March 2022. 
55

 See Isabelle Facon, “Guerre en Ukraine: le sens du signalement nucléaire russe”, Notes de la FRS,                 
n° 30/2022, FRS, 26 July 2022.  

https://www.bild.de/politik/ausland/politik-ausland/verrat-an-nachbarlaendern-eu-politiker-entsetzt-ueber-habecks-atom-irrsinn-81238090.bild.html
https://www.lto.de/recht/hintergruende/h/machtwort-richtlinienkompetenz-scholz-gruene/
https://www.bmuv.de/fileadmin/Daten_BMU/Download_PDF/Nukleare_Sicherheit/laufzeitverlaengerung_akw_bf.pdf
https://www.frstrategie.org/sites/default/files/documents/publications/notes/2022/202230.pdf
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4. What does the extension of the operation of nuclear power 
plants mean for Germany? 

Beyond the purely security-related question of the role of nuclear power in energy supply, 
nuclear power features in other very active debates within the government. One of these 
debates, initiated by the SPD and the Greens, concerns the taxation of the very high profits 
generated in a crisis context. Indeed, with the exit from nuclear power, the companies con-
cerned, more precisely Vattenfall, RWE, PrussenElektra (now the nuclear branch of the E.ON 
group) and EnBW were able to obtain compensation of up to 2.4 billion euros in order to 
make up for their loss of earnings as well as for their activities and investments made 
follo_wing the authorization of a first extension of the reactors in 201056. However, with a 
possible extension of the plants, such as the Isar plant in Bavaria, and taking into account 
electricity prices, some preliminary estimates anticipate gains amounting to nearly 2 billion 
euros for the operators of the plants by May 202357. This possible profitability of nuclear 
power, together with the extension of plant operation, is not well received under a newly 
installed government, whose majority parties have been supporting a nuclear phase-out for 
several decades.  
 
Another topic of debate is the possibility of a short-term extension of nuclear reactors and 
the question of legal liability in the event of an accident. In March, the BMUV reported that 
the operators of the power plants who have committed themselves to phase out nuclear 
power by 31 December 2022 under the Atomic Energy Act (Atomgesetz) would refuse to 
accept responsibility for the risks associated with this extension. This liability, which the pri-
vate operators will bear until the end of 2022, implies a cover of 2.5 billion euros. This means 
that the legal and economic risks will be borne by the German state from 2023 onwards. This 
also means that the operation of the power plants would then be on behalf of the state. 
Since Germany has historically had a liberalized energy market, such a forced nationalization 
seems difficult to accept, especially for an energy-kind that is destined to be abandoned. The 
Federal Ministries of the Economy and Climate (BMWK, formerly BMWi) and the Environ-
ment (BMUV) already took a position in March against this possible nationalization, arguing 
that the liability involved does not correspond to “the German safety philosophy for the   
operation of nuclear power plants”58 .  
 
According to the results of the BMWK and BMUV simulation on the question of the exten-
sion of plant operation, the plants would have to operate until at least 2024 for investments 
in nuclear fuel renewal and safety assessments to be relevant. This would no longer be con-
sistent with the coalition agreement signed after the September 2021 elections, which en-
dorsed a continued nuclear phase-out59. Moreover, with the next federal elections taking 
place in September 2025, one can wonder whether nuclear power could become an election 

                                            
56

 Andreas Niesmann, “Atomausstieg: Bund zahlt 2,4 Milliarden Euro an Kraftwerksbetreiber”, 
RedaktionsNetzwerk Deutschland, 5 March 2021.  
57

 Robert Pausch, “Atomenergie: Nukleare Milliarden”, Zeit, 27 July 2022. 
58

 See the report “Prüfung des Weiterbetriebs von Atomkraftwerken aufgrund des Ukraine-Kriegs”, specifically 
point 3, pages 2 and 5, BMWK/BMUV, 7 March 2022. 
59

 See the coalition agreement 2021-2025 between SPD, Bündnis90/Die Grünen and FDP “Mehr Fortschritt 
wagen: Bündnis für Freiheit, Gerechtigkeit und Nachhaltigkeit”, p. 21, Bundesregierung, 24 November 2021. 

https://www.rnd.de/politik/atomausstieg-bund-zahlt-24-milliarden-euro-an-kraftwerks-betreiber-65GEMYADPFC6BMJBFSJC7RMPEE.html
https://www.zeit.de/2022/31/atomenergie-isar-2-laufzeit-gewinn-preussenelektra?utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.fr%2F
https://www.bmuv.de/fileadmin/Daten_BMU/Download_PDF/Nukleare_Sicherheit/laufzeitverlaengerung_akw_bf.pdf
https://www.bundesregierung.de/resource/blob/974430/1990812/04221173eef9a6720059cc353d759a2b/2021-12-10-koav2021-data.pdf?download=1
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stake for the current government, since it would then have two sides between the Green, 
Socialist (SPD) and extreme left-wing Die Linke parties on the one hand against the liberals of 
the FDP, the conservatives of the CDU and the extreme right-wing AFD on the other hand.  
 
Thus, while the European Commission and the IEA60 call for maximum diversification of en-
ergy sources to reduce dependence on Russian gas and meeting energy demand at the same 
time, Germany is in the grip of an ideological and political debate about the role of nuclear 
power. Restarting its nuclear power plants does not make Germany an actively pro-nuclear 
country, however, but it reveals the flaw in an energy model based on anti-nuclearism ex-
pressed on a national and international scale. The context of very high energy tension risks 
forcing Germany to mourn the loss of this policy line, which has been actively defended for 
more than a decade, and to see its energy model lose its legitimacy on the European and 
international scene by proving to be less effective than announced, in a context of geopoliti-
cal and climatic emergency.   
 
Finally, this predicament may offer another angle for German foreign policy on these issues: 
accepting the idea of reintegrating nuclear power into a comprehensive scheme of thinking 
on energy systems without actively promoting it. In this way, one could – with some opti-
mism – envisage Germany giving up its effort to exclude all European investments in nuclear 
power or accepting to participate in international projects involving synergies between nu-
clear energy and RES via existing cogeneration systems (heat/electricity; hydro-
gen/desalination, etc.). This complementary RES/nuclear approach (and no longer RES versus 
nuclear power) would allow facing, jointly and efficiently, the global strategic energy chal-
lenges for Europe while keeping the course of the climate commitments, and could serve as 
a common basis for France, Germany, and other EU member countries on energy issues.   

5. Is nuclear power the key to Germany’s energy security? 

Germany’s situation is forcing it to thoroughly review its energy model to take into account 
strategic and geopolitical realities on the one hand, and its climate, environmental and in-
dustrial ambitions on the other. Political discussions are continuing on extending the service 
life of the last three power plants, and they are echoing in the social spheres. Recent polls 
show a sharp rise in the acceptance of nuclear power. At the beginning of June 2022, nearly 
50 % of those questioned favored extending the plants during this crisis, while 35 % were 
still formally opposed. However, the construction of new power plants remains an option to 
be rejected for 53 % of those questioned (to be considered for 33 %)61. Another survey con-
ducted on August 2-3 showed a high level of support for an extension to five years (70 %); 
52% of respondents were against the construction of new plants62. Moreover, the differ-
ences in opinion are broadly consistent with the differences among the political parties. Fur-
thermore, 53 % of respondents now say they are not afraid of energy generation from nu-
clear power plants (compared to 38 % who say they are). These results contrast with polls 

                                            
60

 See “A 10-Point Plan to Reduce the European Union’s Reliance on Russian Natural Gas”, op. cit.  
61

 “Umfrage: Jeder zweite Deutsche ist für längere Laufzeiten von Atomkraftwerken”, Welt, 8 June 2022. 
62

 “Atom-Umfrage: 41 Prozent der Deutschen wollen Neubau von Kernkraftwerken”, Spiegel, 5 August 2022. 

https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/1af70a5f-9059-47b4-a2dd-1b479918f3cb/A10-PointPlantoReducetheEuropeanUnionsRelianceonRussianNaturalGas.pdf
https://www.welt.de/wirtschaft/article239233737/Umfrage-Jeder-zweite-Deutsche-ist-fuer-laengere-Laufzeiten-von-Atomkraftwerken.html
https://www.spiegel.de/panorama/atom-umfrage-41-prozent-der-deutschen-wollen-neubau-von-kernkraftwerken-a-a44d8513-89b3-4243-aeb5-609edf2be9f6
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conducted in 2011 and 2000, when 56 % and 50 % respectively said they were afraid of the 
atom or considered it “very dangerous”63.  
 
If the postponement of the nuclear phase-out appears socially acceptable, nuclear power 
could be used to maintain its current contribution of 6.4 % (17.8 TWh) in electricity produc-
tion – compared to 11 % in 2021. The extension of the plants will not allow to go beyond the 
current production but it could at least reduce the 10 % (28 TWh) gap left by gas in the elec-
tricity mix. Coal (hard coal and lignite) will account for almost 31 % (86 TWh) of the electrici-
ty mix and the remaining almost 52 % will be produced by RES64. However, gas supply re-
mains the major concern as it affects mainly non-electrified – or non-electrifiable in the 
short term – applications. Indeed, 35 % of gas is used in industry, notably for process heat in 
the chemical and metallurgical industries. Natural gas – 95 % of which is imported – also 
accounts for 41 % of residential energy needs, mainly for heating, although electrification is 
progressing slowly in this sector. This is a structural consumption that is difficult to adjust or 
replace – with electricity for example – in the short term. For this reason, the BMWK has 
requested the activation of the “Alarm Level” provided for in the “Gas Emergency Plan”65, 
which calls for close cooperation with gas and electricity associations and players in order to 
ensure the continuity of the energy supply throughout the country’s energy network. This 
emergency plan also involves the mandatory participation of gas players in the crisis unit of 
the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs.  
 
A higher contribution of nuclear power to replace gas used in electricity generation is possi-
ble but requires the reopening of more capacities. This would imply redirecting significant 
public investments in this energy (new buildings, fuel purchases...), which would remove the 
exclusive state support to RES (Germany’s objective so far has been to replace fossil ener-
gies – coal and gas – with RES electricity production). This public investment issue is emer-
ging in a context where the German authorities have already had to inject more than 60 bil-
lion euros into the economic shield to protect consumers, households, and industries from 
price increases due to the situation in Ukraine66. As for non-electrical applications, Germany 
is embarking on a conversion of the natural gas network by developing green hydrogen – i.e. 
hydrogen produced by electrolysis with electricity from renewable sources67. In short, Ger-
many wants to develop renewable energies on its territory as well as through international 
partnerships for the entire electricity mix and indirectly for hydrogen, which is supposed to 
replace the second energy source, which currently is gas. Since nuclear power offers the 
same possibilities for producing electricity and, also through electrolysis, hydrogen, it ap-
pears to be a rival – or a brake – to the RES objectives defined by the government over the 

                                            
63

 In 2000, another 35 % of respondents considered nuclear power to be “dangerous”; in other words, 85 % of 
respondents considered nuclear power to be “dangerous” or “very dangerous” (see “Umweltbewusstsein in 
Deutschland 2000: Ergebnisse einer repräsentativen Bevölkerungsumfrage”, chart p. 73, BMU, 
Umweltbundesamt, June 2000). 
64

 “Faktencheck: AKW-Weiterbetrieb von vielen Faktoren abhängig”, dpa via Süddeutsche Zeitung, 23 July 2022.  
65

 This is a three-level plan to be implemented in case of a gas supply crisis. The first (preventive) level continues 
to use normal market mechanisms but with enhanced cooperation between the BMWK and the gas sector. The 
alarm level corresponds to the second level and precedes the last level (emergency level), which provides for 
state involvement in the national energy market (see release “Notfallplan Gas für die Bundesrepublik Deutsch-
land”, BMWi, September 2019).  
66

 See Electricity Market Report, IEA, July 2022. 
67

 Nicolas Mazzucchi, Annabelle Livet, “La course à l'hydrogène décarboné : une nouvelle compétition énergé-
tique globale”, Recherches & Documents, n° 7/2020, FRS, Paris, July 2020. 

https://www.umweltbundesamt.de/sites/default/files/medien/publikation/long/3268.pdf
https://www.umweltbundesamt.de/sites/default/files/medien/publikation/long/3268.pdf
https://www.sueddeutsche.de/wirtschaft/atomkraft-faktencheck-akw-weiterbetrieb-von-vielen-faktoren-abhaengig-dpa.urn-newsml-dpa-com-20090101-220723-99-127585
https://www.bmwk.de/Redaktion/DE/Downloads/M-O/notfallplan-gas-bundesrepublik-deutschland.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=5
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/660c2410-218c-4145-9348-c782e185dcdf/ElectricityMarketReport-July2022.pdf
https://www.frstrategie.org/sites/default/files/documents/publications/recherches-et-documents/2020/202007.pdf
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past ten years, since the resources allocated would then be assigned to different areas. This 
raises the question of competition between companies in the renewable energy sector and 
the few German players still involved in the nuclear sector. Given the influence of the major 
RES players, starting with Siemens, the struggle appears unbalanced.  
 
Until now the German strategy was based on a gradual transition, stabilized by imports. The 
urgency of the current geopolitical context has revealed the difficulty of achieving the objec-
tives in a short period of time and leaves certain questions open as to the capacity to ma-
nage an energy crisis for a model based essentially on renewable energies – as non-
controllable energies –, and on imports; and whose emergency energy sources are coal and 
gas.   

 

Conclusion 
 
Germany’s view of nuclear power is largely marked by a complex history of geopolitical inse-
curity and fear of a technology whose consequences in the event of an accident are deemed 
too great for this technology to be considered a first-rate option. In this context, national 
policies have developed over decades that are not very favorable to nuclear power, which 
has never really been able to find its place in relation to coal, gas, and renewable energies.  
 
On the international scene, Germany has even cultivated a form of anti-nuclearism in order 
to establish the energy model it is trying to implement according to its Energiewende con-
cept – a transition based solely on renewable energies for electricity and eventually gas 
(green hydrogen), compensated by high imports. Nevertheless, the geopolitical context (the 
Russian aggression on Ukraine) reminds us of the direct energy and industrial consequences 
for Germany as well as the strategic dimension of its energy model based on a strong de-
pendence.  
 
In addition to Germany’s energy dependence, the dependence on gas underlines the struc-
tural problem of its replacement by an alternative energy source, particularly for heating as 
well as for electricity production. As it stands, an extension of the service life of nuclear 
power plants “only” offers the means to guarantee the contribution of nuclear power in the 
national electricity mix, without making up for the shortfall caused by gas in this electricity 
mix. In other words, under the conditions mentioned above, nuclear power cannot provide 
more generating capacity in Germany than it does today, but it can at least maintain its 
share in the current mix. This also indicates that the fallback energies considered by the go-
vernment in the event of a supply crisis are systematically fossil fuels (coal and gas). These 
energies are certainly controllable, unlike renewable energies, but they are no longer in line 
with the climate commitments and remain subject to resource depletion. In this sense, nu-
clear power could be a solution as a low-carbon, controllable fallback energy that would 
make it possible to meet the high and constantly growing energy demand that characterizes 
Germany.  
 
From a political point of view, despite the security urgency that the energy supply represents 
for Germany, we observe that the ideological dimension tinges on the government’s judg-
ment and influences how the prioritized should be ranked. This highly strategic context, 
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however, points to the importance of pursuing a flexible policy that can be adapted to short- 
or even medium-term challenges in order to ensure a certain resilience. Germany’s energy 
situation is a good example of the challenge of managing this crisis as objectively as possible, 
integrating all available options in a pragmatic way, and being able to ignore a paralyzing 
feeling of fear. Berlin is probably becoming aware of the limits of its desire to be completely 
free of nuclear power and will probably have to reconsider its perception of this technology 
beside other energies, insofar as it can technically enable the country to maintain a certain 
degree of autonomy in the face of external pressures and threats. If Germany does not wish 
to use nuclear power in the future on its national territory, it will in any case have to recon-
sider its anti-nuclear positions in the European context since, as things stand, its model hard-
ly represents a resilient and low-carbon alternative relevant to geopolitical tensions.  
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